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MONEY SAVING CONCESSION RATES NOW APPLY TO THE HOME WITH A GAS REFRIGERATOR......

NOW YOU CAN AFFORD THE LUXURY OF SILENT, DEPENDABLE GAS REFRIGERATION IN YOUR HOME!

A special reduced overall Concession Rate now applies to every home with a gas refrigerator. That means you will pay LESS for gas used for cooking, heating, bath-heater, sink-heater, and copper. What a saving on the family budget! And what a thrill to make your dream of a gas refrigerator a wonderful reality. Through the years you've learned the effortless ease and economy of gas cooking—now turn the unlimited luxury and sound saving of gas refrigeration.
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**The Star**

The One and Only

Jessie Matthews

("Boss" Trent)

It is with pride and pleasure that J. C. Williamson Theatres Ltd., by arrangement with Aztec Services Pty. Ltd. (Managing Director: Ken Brodzik) and Garvey M. Carroll, reintroduce to Adelaide audiences Britain's beloved star of stage and screen, the one and only Jessie Matthews.

With such smash hit musicals behind her as "One Damn Thing After Another," "Wake Up and Dream," "This Year of Grace," "Sally," "Hold My Hand," "The Good Companions," and "Evergreen," Jessie Matthews has now turned with outstanding success to straight plays. Recent productions in which she has appeared in England include Terence Rattigan's "O Mistress Mine," George Bernard Shaw's "Pygmalion," Somerset Maugham's "Larger Than Life," the play in which she made her Australian debut, and in which she was recently seen at this theatre, and "Castle In The Air," the comedy in which she is now appearing.

One of a non-theatrical family of eleven children, Jessie Matthews' meteoric rise to fame reads almost like a fairy-tale. She has danced almost since she could walk, but money could not be spared for dancing lessons, so her eldest sister, whose frustrated ambitions to become an actress centred in Jessie, trained her. And ruled her with a rod of iron, until at last she considered her ready for the stage.

In "Castle In The Air," a light comedy by Alan Melville, Jessie Matthews appears as "Boss" Trent, the Earl of Lotarville's secretary and generally his right hand—a role that gives her ample scope to prove that she is a fine actress in every sense.

---

**For Springtime of Life—thru to Graceful Years**

Time & time again you'll discover in just a few fitting room minutes

**Berlei**

True to Type Foundations

Assure you of Complete Comfort and Perfect fit

Be fitted with your Berlei in Foys' luxurious Salon... the most modern in all Adelaide (fitting rooms are specially heated for your comfort). Foys Berlei trained corsetiers will help you choose the correct foundation from Berlei's complete range of Bras, Step-ins, Wraps or Corsettes & Surgical Foundations.

Illustrated:

- ARIETTA LACE BRA from Complete range of sizes
- NYLON STEP-IN 24-28 from Boneless, Swary or Average fittings

*Be Personally Fitted by Berlei trained Corsetiers at FOYS... Adelaide's Most Modern Corset Salon.*
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**GILBEY'S**

*don't say gin... say*  

for drinks that strike... the right note!
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THE ONE AND ONLY
JESSIE MATTHEWS
IN LONDON'S COMEDY HIT
"CASTLE IN THE AIR"
A Light Comedy by ALAN MELVILLE

"Castle In The Air" deals in the lightest possible way with the problems of the scions of the ancient English families in their efforts to maintain their ancestral homes in the face of growing bureaucratic interference. The Earl of Lachorne, in his draughty Scottish castle with its antiquated plumbing and dry rot, takes in a few paying guests, all of whom he hates, but this does not prevent him from having to clean the silver or from piling up debt. Imagine his chagrin when, with the prospect of a wealthy American purchaser in the offing, the Coal Board suddenly sees in Lachorne Castle an ideal Holiday Home for Miners. Fortunately for the Earl, his own determination to sell to the American is far stronger than the official's desire to cling to the Coal Board.

It was because of numerous uncomplimentary references to the English National Coal Board's policy of acquiring the "Stately Homes of England" for use as miners' hostels, that some officials of the Coal Board raised humourless objections to the play when it was first presented at the Adelphi Theatre, London, just three years ago this month... a fact that helped considerably to give the production that extra fillip of publicity which ensured its long run of two years in that city.

The Author of this delightful comedy, Alan Melville, has had great success in England as a writer of revues, and although he has written several other plays, "Castle In The Air" has been his greatest hit in the latter field.

SPECIAL MANAGERIAL NOTICE
In response to general request, the doors will be closed at the beginning of each performance. Late comers will be unable to take their seats until after the first scene.

WENDTS
JEWELLERS WITH TRADITION
74 RUNDLE STREET, ADELAIDE

- At Wends the stage is always set for that all-important and joyful occasion...
- the choosing of your diamond engagement ring.
- In the quiet seclusion of Wends private ring room, you can see over 400 different designs...
- each one a "star."

When you think of diamond rings you just naturally think of...

Wendts
INSPIRATION
LOUIS XV PERIOD
Designed for the Home of Distinction

A Suite inspired by the Louis XV period – only age in which the balanced use of flowing curves reached full loveliness. Beauty of design and detailed hand carving are carried out in solid, richly grained flame mahogany – very heart of the tree, treasure among lovely woods, worthy of use in none but pieces reproducing true period spirit beyond all simulation. (Suite may be supplemented by stool and extra bedside chest).

Please contact us direct –

NORMAN TURNER & NOTTAGE
WOOD CARVERS AND CABINETMAKERS

94-100 WRIGHT STREET, ADELAIDE
Telephone C4871

COMMENCING AT THIS THEATRE
BOXING DAY, 26TH DECEMBER
TWICE DAILY AT 10.15 A.M. AND 2.30 P.M.

by arrangement with
J. C. WILLIAMSON THEATRES LTD.
GUILFORD PRODUCTIONS

present

THE GLORIOUS
CHRISTMAS PANTOMIME

"ALADDIN"
A rollick of fun
FOR YOUNG AND OLD

June Thacker of "SOUTH PACIFIC"

Adelaide's brilliant young Musical Comedy star, well remembered for her excellent performances in "Wildflower" and "High Jinks," achieves success in the record breaking musical comedy "South Pacific." June selected Hammer & Co. for this latest portrait.

Hammer & Co.
6. RUNDLE STREET, ADELAIDE
LA 2897
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JESSIE MATTHEWS

"Castle in The Air"
A Light Comedy by ALAN MELVILLE

CHARACTERS:

(In order of appearance)

MENZIES . . . . . . . JOHN EDMUND
"BOSS" TRENT . . . . JESSIE MATTHEWS
THE EARL OF LOCHARNE . ANTHONY WARD
ARTHUR PHILLIPS . . . DESMOND ROLFE
MRS. DUNNE . . . . JUNE CLYNE

The Play Produced by JOHN CASSON

SYNOPSIS OF SCENES:
The Action of the play passes in the Library of Lochmire Castle in Aberdeenshire.

ACT 1—An Autumn Morning in 1949.
ACT 2—The Same Evening.
(The CURTAIN is lowered during ACT 2 to denote the passing of about one hour).
ACT 3—The Following Morning.

Stage Manager . . . . JUNE COLLINS
Asst. Stage Manager . . . BRETT PANNELL

TANDY'S
Du Barry Box
Containing CHOCOLATES and CONFECTIONS of the HIGHEST QUALITY,
selected with care.
Obtainable at this Theatre

MEALS
For the best in Food; Continental and English style;
fish, grills etc., you can't go wrong at—

ALLEGRO'S
41 RUNDLE ST., ADELAIDE
Free booking by ringing C 8886
THE PLAYERS

ANTHONY WARD
(THE EARL OF LOCHARNE)

During his stage career, this young Australian actor has appeared with many famous overseas artists, including Cyril Ritchard and Maggie Elliott; Robert Morley in "Edward My Son"; Peter Gray in "Present Laughter" and "Distinguished Gathering," which, incidentally, marked his first appearance in Adelaide; Joe E. Brown in "Harvey"; Diana Barrymore in "Light Up The Sky"; and, more recently, Jessie Matthews in "Larger Than Life." During the past 18 months, Mr. Ward has been leading man with the "See How They Run" company during its Australian and New Zealand tour. In this current production, "Castle In The Air," he again appears with Jessie Matthews, this time as her leading man.

JUNE CLYNE
(MRS. DUNNE)

"Castle In The Air" will mark this glamorous Melbourne actress' fifth appearance in Adelaide. She played here with Anew McMaster's Shakespearean Company, and was seen in "The Girl Who Couldn't Quit," "Is Your Honeymoon Really Necessary," "Don't Listen, Ladies," and "High Temperatures." In all these plays she was leading lady to Clifford Molaison, famous English stage star, although the latter two did not play in Adelaide. Miss Clyne also appeared with Diana Barrymore in "Light Up The Sky" and was last seen here in the recent session of "See How They Run."

HUMBER
an essential part of Gracious Living!

With those whose discernment and good taste on all occasions are reflected by their possessions, you will find an overwhelming choice for the Humber Super Snipe. It is a car of gracious dignity, just as at home on a "First Night" at the theatre as it is at a country show.

Humber Super Snipe is a practical car too, with robust, six seater performance and effortless top gear range from 5 to 80 m.p.h. This is a car that takes everything in its powerful 100 h.p. stride, resulting in miles of effortless motoring on good or bad roads, alike.

BRITAIN'S BEST IN THE BIG CAR FIELD
NOW ONLY — £1515 plus tax.

FINDERS MOTORS
62 CURRIE STREET, ADELAIDE :: TELEPHONE: LA 2561 (3 LINES)
"The Hollow" For Australia

Agatha Christie's hit mystery play, "The Hollow," which ran for 11 months in London before being withdrawn on May 3rd this year, will be presented in Australia by J. C. Williamson's in the near future. The total number of performances for "The Hollow" in London was 357—the longest run for a thriller for many years, and it is certain to repeat its success in this country. Agatha Christie, inspired by the long run of "The Hollow"—the longest of any of her plays to date, the previous best being "Ten Little Niggers"—has written another play called "The Mousetrap," which recently commenced a provincial tour in England. Incidently, the leading American theatre owner and producer, Lee Shubert, has purchased "The Hollow" for presentation on Broadway.

THE PLAYERS

JOHN EDMUND
(MENZIES)

Born in England, John Edmund first came to Australia in 1949, and shortly afterwards, played the lead in Priestley's "Ever Since We Paired," with Nancy Brown. He played juvenile in the Sydney season of "One Wild Oat" with Arthur Rigby, and appeared in Melbourne similarly cast in "Don't Listen, Ladies," with Clifford Mollison. He was first seen in Adelaide in "Is Your Honeymoon Really Necessary?" and "The Girl Who Couldn't Quit." Since then, Mr. Edmund has played with Evelyn Love and Frank Lawton in "Bell, Book and Candle," and he was recently seen here in "Larger Than Life."

DESMOND ROLFE
(ARTHUR PHILLIPS)

For 12 months, Desmond Rolfe played leading character roles at the Minerva Theatre, Sydney, before he turned to films. He last appeared in Adelaide in the record-breaking "Rusty Buggles," in which he played Darky McClure, and he has just completed his 400th performance in that production. Mr. Rolfe also played in the unusual folk play, "Dark of the Moon" in Melbourne and Sydney, and he has had wide experience in both film and radio work. He considers his present role a very interesting comedy study.

THE PRODUCER

JOHN CASSON

Born into one of England's foremost stage families, Mr. Casson is the elder son of Sir Lewis Casson and Dame Sybil Thorndike. Prior to his coming to Australia to take up the position of general producer for J. C. Williamson Theatres Ltd., the top production job in the Australian theatre, Mr. Casson was Director of the Glasgow Citizens' Theatre, where he produced more than 50 plays of which 12 were world-premieres of plays by leading writers. Since he has been in Australia, Mr. Casson has produced three shows for "The Firm"—Hugh Herford's comedy, "The Moon Is Blue"; Cole Porter's musical "Kiss Me Kate"; and Hugh Hastings' comedy of the Navy, "Seagulls Over Sorento." "Castle In The Air," which is having its Australian Premiere in this theatre, is Mr. Casson's first production to be presented in Adelaide.
Waxman's

The Fashion Centre,
Always responsive to
demands of today!

Step out in clothes that will invite head-
turning compliments—that show your
good taste and flair for style. Waxman
garments give you that look of distinc-
tion and beauty of line, because in
design, cut and tailoring, they are superb.

For handbags that tell their story in de-
tail, the new Handbag Bar at Waxman's
maintains their tradition of supremacy.
Handbags whose materials, styling and
colours are inspiring to the well-groomed
woman.

Waxman's
86-88 Rundle St., Adelaide

Presenting

SYLVIA FARMER

THE MODEL OF THE MONTH

RECENTLY ESTABLISHED IN ADELAIDE A THOROUGHLY COMPREHENSIVE COURSE OF
MANNEQUIN TRAINING, PHOTOGRAPHIC FIGURE CONTROL, AND DEPORTMENT IS
AVAILABLE AT LA FEMME MANNEQUIN ACADEMY, 9 Rundle Street. FOR
PARTICULARS RING MRS. BUTTERFIELD OR MRS. JARVIS, PRINCIPALS, LA 3689 OR
U 3590.

... Credits ...

★ Set designed and painted by Michael Szweduk.
★ Scenery built by Harry Birbeck and assistants.
★ Furniture by Hooper's Furnishers Ltd.
★ All Furs supplied by John Martin & Co. Ltd.
★ Miss Clyne's hair style by Shergis Ltd.
★ Antique Furniture by Period and Art Furnishers.
★ Miss Clyne's Jewellery by John Martin & Co. Ltd.
★ Chintz covers by Miss June Clyne.
NEWS AND NOTES ON J.C.W. ATTRACTIONS

"CALL ME MADAM" FOR AUSTRALIA

One of the recognised smash hits of the post-war Broadway stage, a top performer now on tour in the United States and one of the biggest current London successes, Irving Berlin's musical comedy "Call Me Madam" will be presented in Australia next year by J. C. Williamson's. Evie Hayes, outstandingly popular star of "Annie Get Your Gun," will play the leading role of Mrs. Sally Adams. The book of "Call Me Madam" is completely adult in its story of the startling and intriguing adventures of Madam Ambassador Mrs. Sally Adams, in (according to the program!) the two mythical countries of Lichtenburg and the U.S.A., and is primarily concerned in giving a lot of laughs with a generous slice of the American way of life in domestic politics. The play is dotted with fascinating and memorable songs from the pen of Irving Berlin, and the book has been written by Howard Lindsay and Russel Crouse. Production date for "Call Me Madam" in Australia has not yet been finalised.

"ANNIE" TO BE REVIVED IN SYDNEY

Irving Berlin's musical, "Annie Get Your Gun," will open a return season at the Theatre Royal, Sydney, on Friday, December 5th, with Evie Hayes in her original role, and Hayes Gordon, the male lead of "Kiss Me, Kate," as her co-star, Frank Butler. "Kiss Me, Kate," will finish its Sydney season at the Royal on Thursday, December 4th, and it is expected that the "Annie" season will run for approximately eight weeks.

"SOUTH PACIFIC" IS TERRIFIC

"South Pacific" is definitely the rage of Melbourne and is most unlikely to visit interstate until at least the middle of 1953. Interest in the fabulous musical is Australia-wide, and in Sydney, for instance, J.C.W.'s Booking Office has already received dozens of applications for seats for Sydney season, which has not even been announced yet!

"SEAGULLS" NOW IN TWELVE COUNTRIES

Hugh Hastings' comedy-drama, "Seagulls Over Sorrento," is now running in twelve different countries, including J. C. Williamson's production which is now touring New Zealand. Other productions are being played in, among other places, London, Oslo, Stockholm, Helsinki, and in France, Portugal, Italy and Spain. "Seagulls over Sorrento" is expected to commence its Sydney season at the Theatre Royal about the end of January next year, when it will return from its New Zealand tour.

GOSSIP: The Kiwis Revue Company has resumed residence at the Comedy Theatre, Melbourne, the scene of one of their earliest triumphs—957 performances—the Australian record long-run record... Ken Cantril, seen here in "Brigadoon" last year, has landed a leading role in the new American musical "Paint Your Wagon" with which Jack Hylton will shortly stage in England. It was written by Alan Jay Lerner and Frederick Loewe, who also wrote "Brigadoon" and "Camelot." Director of the Shakespeare Memorial Theatre Company which will tour Australia and New Zealand next year, will be accompanied by his wife and three young children. Mrs. Quayle, incidentally, is known as Dorothy Hyson on the English stage, and in the picture she is the daughter of the well-known actress, Dorothy Dickson... and the Borovansky Ballet Company is at present enjoying a big success in New Zealand.

***

WATCH FOR THESE J.C.W. HITS AT THIS THEATRE

"SEAGULLS OVER SORRENTO"—Hugh Hastings' comedy of the Navy starring William Hodge, Kenneth Thorne, Brian James, Frank Taylor, Michael Anderson, Gordon Chater, Kenneth Firth, Don Crosby and Kevin Miles—now touring New Zealand.

"KISS ME, KATE"—Cola Porter's gay, scintillating musical starring Joy Turpin, Hayes Gordon, Maggie Fitzgibbon and Donald Kirk—now at the Theatre Royal, Sydney.

"SOUTH PACIFIC"—Rodgers and Hammerstein's record-breaking Pultizer Prize-winning musical play, starring Mary La Roche, Richard Colette, Virginia Paris, Leonard Stone and David Welsh—now at His Majesty's Theatre, Melbourne.

"THE HOLLOW"—Agha Christie's mystery play which has had great success in London—due for production in Australia in the near future.

"CALL ME MADAM"—Irving Berlin's latest musical hit starring Evie Hayes—due for production in Australia next year.

***

ALL THE FAMOUS WASHERS AND SPINDRIVERS

all available at NEW LOW DEPOSITS!

WASHING MACHINES

It's Allan's for Refrigeration Needs, too!

REFRIGERATORS - £10.10.0 DER.

Avail Yourself of the NEW LOW DEPOSIT and the EASY TERMS

Famous S.T.C. and Servex Refrigerators

available now.

FAMOUS IMPORTED 'MINERVA'

SEWING MACHINES

Servex Famous S.T.C.

51-53 Rundle St., Adelaide
C 5600

Allan's

£5 DEPOSIT

- All parts made from high grade metal and iron, 'The Minerwa
- Features central bobbin design, feed for forward and backward sewing. A complete range of spare parts always available.
DOUBLE DEPENDABILITY

TAA gives you

Dependable Aircraft—Dependable Personnel

Behind TAA's great record of service is a story that might be summed up in two words—EFFICIENCY and DEPENDABILITY. It begins with the careful selection of TAA pilots, who undergo a rigorous preliminary training. Every year throughout their careers, pilots return to school for a compulsory refresher course in engineering, navigation, meteorology, radio and the latest flying techniques. Also contributing to TAA's high standard of efficiency are the most skilled engineers in Australia who keep TAA's fine fleet of planes 100% airworthy. In this important assignment they have the benefit of equipment which has been described as the finest in the world. Regular, daily and weekly inspections are carried out as well as complete dismantling of aircraft and units for thorough examination at specified times. Hostesses, too, are carefully selected and thoroughly trained to give courteous, helpful service. In the first six years of operation TAA has established a record of service unsurpassed by any other airline.

For that next trip away...

"Fly TAA—the friendly way"

144 NORTH TERRACE, ADELAIDE — Phone LA 4881

Thornquest Press Ltd., 246 Flinders Street, Adelaide.